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**Dates:** 1920-1950 (bulk, 1935-1950)

**Extent:** ca. 600 items (ca. 1.25 linear ft.)

**Last updated:** June 8, 2012

**Contact:** wlrc@kwf.org

**Arrangement:** Alphabetical by correspondent, then chronological.
In English, German, and French; transcriptions available for most letters; English translations available for some letters in other languages.

**Provenance and Ownership:** Most items in this series have been copied from other collections of correspondence held by repositories, dealers, or private individuals. In some cases, the WLRC does own original items, which are stored off-site, with reference photocopies available to researchers. Where possible, ownership of originals is noted by correspondent, or, if necessary, by item. The Kurt Weill Foundation owns the literary rights to Weill’s unpublished writings, including correspondence. The rights of his correspondents are not, in general, owned or represented by the Foundation.

**Contents:** The collection documents Weill's written communication (in letters, postcards, telegrams, enclosures) with friends, associates, colleagues, publishers, etc. The following correspondents represent collections of substantial interest (number of items in parentheses): Maurice Abravanel, 1926-1944 (17); Theodor Adorno, 1928-1942 (4); Maxwell Anderson, 1937-1947 (14); ASCAP, 1939-1949 (19); Bertolt Brecht, 1928-1950 (18); Ferruccio Busoni, 1921-1924 (10); Cheryl Crawford, 1936-1944 (6); Hans Curjel, 1929-1934 (7); Marlene Dietrich, 1929-1936 (6); Ira Gershwin, 1940-1948 (28); Paul Green, 1936-1941 (27); Hans W. Heinsheimer, 1928-1949 (25); Heugel (firm), 1934-1937 (29); Franz Ludwig Hörth, 1926-1927 (5); Langston Hughes, 1946-1950 (25); Caspar Neher, 1935-1947 (bulk, 1947) (10); Erika Neher, 1936-1946 (16); Ruth Page, 1941-1947 (12); Leah Salisbury, 1943-1950 (138); Sam and Bella Spewack, 1937-1938 (4); Theatre Guild, 1937-1950 (36).

Weill's correspondence with his family is held in Ser.30, Box 9, folders 1-11, Box 7, folders 1-20, and Series 45 and 46; his correspondence with Lotte Lenya in Ser.44. For his correspondence with Universal Edition, see Ser.41.

The Papers of Kurt Weill and Lotte Lenya (MSS 30) in the Yale University Music Library also contains a substantial collection of Weill’s correspondence:
http://webtext.library.yale.edu/xml2html/music/kw-d.htm

The WLRC holds photocopies of all the correspondence at Yale. Smaller collections are held in repositories throughout the U.S. and Europe.

The collection is open, with further growth expected.

**Restrictions:** Letters written by Weill may be copied at the discretion of the WLRC, unless the originals belong to another repository. Ordinarily, letters written by others may not be copied without the permission of all rights holders.
Key:  ALS = autograph (handwritten) letter, signed
AL = autograph (handwritten) letter
TLS = typed letter, signed
TL = typed letter (often a carbon copy of an outgoing letter)
APS = autograph (handwritten) postcard, signed
Abravanel, Maurice (originals of all items except December 11, 1943 in the Marriott Library, University of Utah; WLRC accession number 950414)

ALS, KW to MA, June 9, 1926
APS, KW to MA, n.d. [early 1927]
TLS, KW to MA, n.d. [late 1928]
TLS, KW to MA, June 26, 1929
TLS, KW to MA, September 8, 1929
TLS, KW to MA, October 2, 1929
TLS, KW to MA, November 12, 1929
TLS, KW to MA, February 2, 1930
TLS, KW to MA, February 6, 1930
TLS, KW to MA, May 7, 1930
TLS, KW to MA, September 23, 1931
TLS, KW to MA, May 3, 1932
TLS, letter from the Accademia di Santa Cecilia to MA, with note in MA's hand appended, April 6, 1933
APS, KW to MA, n.d. [early June 1933]
ALS, KW to MA, n.d. [October? 1933]
ALS, KW to MA, n.d. [mid-1934]
TLS, KW to MA, January 21, 1935
TL, KW to MA, November 8, 1940
TLS, KW to MA, December 11, 1943 (original in private hands)
ALS, KW to MA, August 27, 1944

Adorno, Theodor (originals in the Theodro W. Adorno Archiv, Frankfurt am Main; WLRC accession number 030904)

TLS, KW to TA, July 10, 1928
TLS, KW to TA, August 30, 1929
TLS, TA to KW, March 31, 1942
TLS, KW to TA, April 7, 1942

Allan, Lewis (original in Department of Special Collections, Boston University; WLRC accession number 000921)

ALS, KW to LA, October 30, 1945

Anderson, Maxwell (originals in Harry Ransom Humanities Research Center, University of Texas; WLRC accession number 941108)

ALS, KW to MA, October 13, 1937
TLS, KW to MA, April 17, 1938
ALS, KW to MA, April 28, 1938
TLS, KW to MA, May 14, 1938
ALS, KW to MA, January 31, 1939
TLS, KW to MA and Mab Anderson, June 5, 1939
telegram, KW to MA, August 18, 1939
ALS, KW to MA and Mab, May 30, 1947
ALS, KW to MA and Mab, June 22, 1947
TLS, KW to MA, July 10, 1947
TLS, KW to MA, July 25, 1947
KW to MA, n.d. [November 1948]
telegram, KW and LL to MA, n.d. (New Year's greeting)

Anderson, William Robert (location of original unknown; WLRC accession number 931115; summary only)
ALS, KW to "Mr. Anderson," 15 March 1935

Antheil, George (originals in Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Columbia University; WLRC accession number 980326)
APS, KW to GA, 2 March 1930
ALS, KW to GA, n.d. [late 1935?]

Aron, Paul (originals in Leo Baeck Institute, New York; WLRC accession number 020814)
APS, KW to PA, 20 February 1927
APS, KW to PA, 6 March 1927
TLS, KW to PA, 1 June 1929
TLS, KW to PA, 27 December 1929
TPS, KW to PA, 9 January 1930
APS, KW to PA, 3 October 1932
TLS, KW to PA, 15 May 1942

ASCAP (originals in WLRC)
TLS, John G. Paine to KW, March 27, 1939
TLS, KW to ASCAP, May 25, 1939
TLS, Gene Buck to KW, May 29, 1939
KW/ASCAP agreement, June 6, 1939
TLS, Sylvia Rosenberg to KW, June 8, 1939
TLS, John Paine to KW, June 8, 1939
TLS, Gene Buck to KW, July 5, 1939
TLS, GB to KW, June 19, 1940
TLS, ASCAP to KW, December 12, 1941
TLS, GB to WK, December 19, 1941
TLS, Deems Taylor to KW, April 6, 1943
TLS, DT to KW, March 23, 1944
TL, KW to DT February 19, 1947
TLS, DT to KW, February 21, 1947
TLS, DT to KW, June 30, 1947
TL, KW to Fred Ahlert, April 19, 1949
TLS, FA to KW, April 21, 1949
TLS, FA to KW, August 9, 1949
TLS, FA to KW, December 20, 1949
Astor Pictures (original in State Historical Society of Wisconsin; WLRC accession number 081109)

TL, AP (Fred Bellin) to KW and Elmer Rice, November 22, 1948

BBC (location of original unknown; summary and partial transcription only)

KW to BBC, February 14, 1935

Behrman, S.N. (original in the State Historical Society of Wisconsin; WLRC accession number 081109)

ALS, KW to SNB, August 29, 1941

Bekker, Paul

ALS, KW to PB, January 8, 1936 (original in private hands; WLRC accession number 850412)

ALS, KW to PB, February 13, 1936 (original in private hands; WLRC accession number 110204)

PB to KW, n.d. [1932] (location of original unknown; published in *Briefe an zeitgenössische Musiker*, Max Hesses Verlag, 1932)

Bel Geddes, Norman (original in Harry Ransom Humanities Research Center, University of Texas; WLRC accession number 941108)

TLS, KW to NBG, February 25, 1937

Berliner Tageblatt (location of original unknown)

ALS, KW to BT (Walter Zadek), September 24, 1927

Bing, Albert (originals in WLRC, accession number 850500)

APCS, KW to AB, June 24, 1916

Bing, Peter (originals in WLRC, accession number 850500)

APCS, KW to PB, July 24, 1919

APCS, KW to PB, August 19, 1919

ALS, KW to PB, March 7, 1920

ALS, KW to PB, n.d. [autumn 1920]

ALS, KW to PB, n.d. [March 1923]

APCS, KW to PB, July 22, 1924

ALS, KW to PB, Christmas 1925

APCS, KW to PB, January 4, 1926

APCS, KW to PB, May 27, 1926

ALS, KW to PB, n.d. [summer 1926]

ALS, KW to PB, September 3, 1926

ALS, KW to PB, November 22, 1926

APCS, KW to PB, June 30, 1927

Brav, Ludwig (original in the Kurt Weill-Zentrum, Dessau, Germany; WLRC accession number 110205)
number 040315)

ALS, KW to LB, n.d. [November 1922]

Brecht, Bertolt (originals in the Brecht-Archiv, Berlin)

telegram, KW to BB, n.d. [1930]
ALS, KW to BB, 16 April[?] 1933
ALS, KW to BB, Thursday [June 1933]
TLS, BB to KW, n.d. [August 1941?]
TLS, KW to BB, n.d. [summer 1939]
TLS, BB To KW, n.d. [March 1942]
TL, KW to BB, March 9, 1942
TLS, BB to KW, n.d. [July 1943]
TLS, KW to BB, December 5, 1943
TLS, BB to KW, n.d. [late 1943?]
TL, KW to BB, January 30, 1944
TLS, KW to BB, September 3, 1947
TLS, BB to KW, December 6, 1948
TLS, BB to KW, January 28, 1949
TLS, BB to KW, June 9, 1949
TLS, BB to KW, June 16, 1949
TLS, BB to KW, June 23, 1949
TL, BB to KW, July 17, 1949

Broder, Nathan (original in WLRC)

TLS, NB to KW, Oct. 31, 1949

Bruckner, Ferdinand (original in the Akademie der Künste, Berlin)

ALS, KW to FB, n.d. [August 25, 1937]

Busch, Fritz (photocopy of letter published in Dresdner Nachrichten)

KW to FB, 1 April 1926

Busoni, Ferruccio (originals in Berliner Staatsbibliothek; WLRC accession number 891201)

ALS, KW to FB, Donnerstag abend [January 20, 1921]
ALS, KW to FB, Feb. 13, 1922
ALS, KW to FB, March 31, 1923
ALS, KW to FB, June 21, 1923
ALS, KW to FB, n.d. [ca. Oct. 1923]
ALS, KW to FB, n.d., [around the end of 1923]
ALS, KW to FB, n.d. [1923]
ALS, KW to FB, February 25, 1924
ALS, KW to FB, March 6, 1924
ALS, KW to FB, March 8, 1924
ALS, KW to FB, March 15, 1924
Bye, George (original in Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Columbia University; WLRC accession number 980326)
   TLS, KW to GB, January 27, 1939

Cahill, Frank (original in private hands; WLRC accession number 990329)
   ALS, KW to FC, June 6, 1940

Carlisle, Kitty (original in the State Historical Society of Wisconsin; WLRC accession number 081109)
   ALS, KW to KC, June 2, 1943

"Chère amic" [identity unknown] (original held by the Mairie of Louveciennes, France; WLRC accession number 000425)
   ALS, KW to "CA", February 27, 1934

Cocteau, Jean (original in Jean Cocteau Foundation; WLRC accession number 930909)
   ALS, KW to JC, November 18, 1933

Corwin, Norman (location of original unknown; published in Norman Corwin’s Letters, ed. A.J. Langguth, Barricade Books, 1994)
   NC to KW, January 8, 1942

Courrier de la presse: Lit tout (original in Harry Ransom Humanities Research Center, University of Texas; WLRC accession number 941108)
   ALS, KW to CP (Monsieur Demoyert), June 22, 1925

Crawford, Cheryl
   ALS, KW to CC, n.d. [November 1936] (original in University of Houston, WLRC accession number 971107)
     TLS, KW to CC, February 14, 1937 (original in Billy Rose Theatre Collection, New York Public Library of the Performing Arts)
     TLS, KW to CC, March 5, 1937 (original in University of Houston, 971107)
     TLS, KW to CC, November 27, 1943 (original in Billy Rose Theatre Collection, New York Public Library for the Performing Arts)
   TL, KW to CC, November 27, 1943 (original in Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Columbia University; WLRC accession number 980326)
   TL, KW to CC, January 20, 1944 (original in Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Columbia University, 980326)

Cunard White Star Line (original in State Historical Society of Wisconsin; WLRC accession number 831100)
   TL, KW to C, June 16, 1947
   TL, C to KW, June 20, 1947
   TL, KW to C, July 24, 1947
**Curjel, Hans** (originals in Deutsches Literaturarchiv, Marbach; WLRC accession number 851002)

- TL, HC to KW, June 2, 1929
- TLS, KW to HC, June 13, 1929
- TLS, KW to HC, June 22, 1929
- TLS, KW to HC, July 24 (?), 1929
- TLS, KW to HC, August 2, 1929
- TLS, KW to HC, April 19, 1934
- TLS, KW to HC, April 23, 1934

**Decca Records**

- TLS, KW to Decca, November 15, 1949 (original in the State Historical Society of Wisconsin; WLRC accession number 081109)
- TLS, KW to Decca, November 18, 1949 (original in the State Historical Society of Wisconsin; WLRC accession number 081109)
- TLS, KW and Maxwell Anderson to Decca Records, January 25, 1950 (original in WLRC)

**Deutsch, Helen** (originals in Rare Book Division, New York Public Library; WLRC accession number 030819)

- TLS, KW to HD, February 11, 1937
- TL, HD? to KW, December 26, 1947

**Deutscher Arbeitersängerbund** (location of original unknown; partial transcription only)

- KW to DA, February 10, 1932

**Dietrich, Marlene**

- ALS, MD to KW, n.d. [October 1933] (original in WLRC; accession number 851200)
- ALS, KW to MD, n.d. [late October 1933] (original in Stiftung Deutsche Kinemathek; WLRC accession number 970603)
- ALS, MD to KW, n.d. [November 1933] (original in WLRC; accession number 851200)
- ALS, KW to MD, December 17, 1933 (original in Stiftung Deutsche Kinemathek; WLRC accession number 970603)
- cablegram, KW to MD, March 3, 1934 (original in Stiftung Deutsche Kinemathek; WLRC accession number 970603)
- ALS, KW to MD, March 18, 1934 (original in Stiftung Deutsche Kinemathek; WLRC accession number 970603)

**Downes, Olin** (originals in Hargrett Library, University of Georgia; WLRC accession number 910831)

- draft telegram, OD to KW, n.d. [1947]
- TLS, KW to OD, TLS, May 31, 1949
- TLS, KW to OD, TLS, Nov. 14, 1949
- telegram, KW to OD, Nov. 26, 1949
TL, OD to KW, TL, Dec. 9, 1949
TL, OD to KW, TL, Dec. 21, 1949

**Dreyfus, Louis** (originals in the State Historical Society of Wisconsin; WLRC accession number 081109)

TL, KW to LD, August 16, 1949
telegram, LD to KW, February 6, 1950

**Ebert, Carl** (originals of first two items in Akademie der Künste, Berlin; WLRC accession number 021125)

TLS, KW to CE, April 30, 1933
ALS, KW to CE, October 7, 1933
KW to CE, October 31, 1934 (location of original unknown; published in *25 Jahre deutsches Theater: Briefe an Carl Ebert*, Berlin, 1957)

**Einstein, Alfred** (originals in University of California, Berkeley; WLRC accession number 971218)

TLS, KW to AE, July 26, 1928
TLS, KW to AE, March 4, 1932
ALS, KW to AE, March 20, 1932
ALS, KW to AE, February 9, 1935

**Engel, Lehman** (originals in Yale University Music Library; WLRC accession number 060903)

TLS, KW to LE, 27 July 1936
ALS, KW to LE, various undated memos [1936]
TLS, KW to LE, 20 July 1949

**Engelhardt (attorney)** (original in WLRC)

ALS, KW to E, October 5, 1933

**Frank, Liesl** (original in State Historical Society of Wisconsin; WLRC accession number 831100)

TLS, LF to KW, April 29, 1947

**Gershwin, Ira** (originals in Library of Congress)

TLS, KW to IG, September 2, 1940; separate IG annotations, July 12, 1967
TLS, KW to IG, September 14, 1940; IG annotations, July 14, 1967
TLS, KW to IG, February 20, 1941; IG annotations July 14, 1967
TLS, KW to IG, March 8, 1941; IG annotations, July 17, 1967
TLS, KW to IG, April 11, 1941; IG annotations, July 17, 1967
TLS, KW to IG, May 28, 1941; IG annotations, July 18, 1967
TLS, KW to IG, June 10, 1941; IG annotations, July 18, 1967
ALS, KW to IG, August 14, 1941; IG annotations, July 25, 1967
TL, IG to KW, August 23, 1941; IG annotations, July 25, 1967
TLS, KW to IG, September 9, 1941; IG annotations, July 25, 1967
TL, IG to KW, September 29, 1941
TL, IG to KW, October 22, 1941
ALS, KW to IG, November 13, 1941; IG annotations, July 25, 1967
TL, IG to KW, January 15, 1942
TLS, KW to IG, May 2, 1942; IG annotations, July 27, 1967
TLS, KW to IG, October 15, 1942; IG annotations, n.d.
ALS, KW to IG, November 24, 1942; IG annotations, July 28, 1967
TLS, KW to IG, April 5, 1943; IG annotations, July 28, 1967
ALS, KW and Lenya to IG and Lee Gershwin, July 12, 1943; IG annotations, July 31, 1967

telegram, KW to IG, October 12, 1943
TLS, KW to IG, February 27, 1944; IG annotations, July 31, 1967
TLS, KW to IG, March 11, 1944
TLS, KW to IG, April 3, 1944
TLS, KW to IG, May 15, 1944
TLS, KW to IG, May 30, 1944
TLS, KW to IG, November 25, 1944
TLS, KW to IG, December 22, 1945
ALS, KW to IG, April 17, 1948

Godowsky, Leopold (original in Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Columbia University; WLRC accession number 980326)
TLS, KW to LG, 2 November 1938

Gordon, Paul (original in Akademie der Künste, Berlin; WLRC accession number 970609)
TLS, PG to KW, March 3, 1941

Green, Paul (originals in Southern Historical Collection, University of North Carolina; WLRC accession number 970414, unless otherwise indicated)
TLS, KW to PG, May 19, 1936 (original in Rare Book Division, New York Public Library; WLRC accession number 030819)
TLS, KW to PG, Tuesday (original in Rare Book Division, New York Public Library; WLRC accession number 030819)
ALS, KW to PG, June 24, 1936 (original in Rare Book Division, New York Public Library; WLRC accession number 030819)

telegram, KW to PG, April 15, 1937
TLS, KW to PG, August 19, 1937
TLS, KW to PG, September 4, 1937
telegram, KW to PG, September 18, 1937
telegram, KW to PG, September 28, 1937
TLS, KW to PG, September 29, 1937
TLS, KW to PG, October 13, 1937
ALS, KW to PG, October 28, 1937
TLS, KW to PG, November 24, 1937
TLS, KW to PG, December 11, 1937
TLS, KW to PG, December 21, 1937
telegram, PG to KW, n.d. [1937?]
TLS, KW to PG, January 22, 1938
TLS, KW to PG, February 12, 1938
TLS, KW to PG, March 14, 1938
TLS, KW to PG, April 4, 1938
ALS, Elizabeth Knox (of WOR) to PG, April 21, 1938
ALS, KW to PG, April 1, 1940
TLS, KW to PG, April 5, 1940?
TLS, KW to PG, April 15, 1941
TLS, KW to PG, April 26, 1941
TLS, KW to PG, May 1, 1941
TLS, KW to PG, December 1, 1941
telegram, PG to KW, n.d. [1941?]

Grünberg, Isak (location of original unknown; partial transcription only)
KW to IG, December 21, 1932

Hayward, Leland (original in Billy Rose Theatre Collection, New York Public Library of the Performing Arts; WLRC accession number 950805)
TLS, KW to LH, April 7, 1949

Hecht, Ben and Rose (original in Newberry Library; WLRC accession number 050601)
telegram, KW and Lotte Lenya to BH and RH, August 5, 1943
Filed in Ser.43.

Heinsheimer, H.W. (originals in WLRC except first four items)
APS, KW to HH, July 17, 1926 (original in Library of Congress; WLRC accession number 970116)
TLS, KW to HH, October 2, 1928 (original in Library of Congress; WLRC accession number 970116)
APS, KW to HH, July 22, 1929 (original in Library of Congress; WLRC accession number 970116)
ALS, KW to HH, December 27, 1931 (original in Library of Congress; WLRC accession number 970116)
ALS, KW to HWH[?], December 1, 1933 (addressed to "Lieber Herr Dr."; provisionally identified as Heinsheimer)

TLS, HWH to KW, September 16, 1947, attached to HWH to KW, September 4, 1947
TLS, HWH to KW, December 6, 1948
TLS, HWH to KW, December 17, 1948
TLS, HWH to KW, January 3, 1949
TLS, HWH to KW, January 10, 1949
TLS, HWH to KW, January 26, 1949
TL, HWH to KW, January 26, 1949
TLS, HWH to KW, February 14, 1949
TLS, HWH to KW, February 16, 1949
TLS, HWH to KW, February 23, 1949
TLS, HWH to KW, February 24, 1949
TLS, HWH to KW, April 11, 1949
TLS, HWH to KW, May 4, 1949
TLS, HWH to KW, May 5, 1949
TLS, HWH to KW, May 6, 1949
TLS, HWH to KW, May 24, 1949
TLS, HWH to KW, June 6, 1949
TLS, HWH to KW, October 11, 1949
TLS, HWH to KW, November 10, 1949
TL, KW to HWH, November 20, 1949 (filed with Sundgaard; original in private hands; WLRC accession number 900824)
TLS, HWH to KW, November 28, 1949, with attachment: Nathan Broder to Arnold Sundgaard, November 16, 1949

Hesse, Hubert (location of original unknown)
ALS, KW to HH, April 11, 1920

Heugel (originals in private hands; WLRC accession number 930701)
TLS, KW to Heugel, August 25, 1934
TLS, KW to Heugel, January 14, 1935
TLS, KW to Heugel, March 15, 1935
TLS, KW to Heugel, March 26, 1935
TLS, KW to Heugel, April 4, 1935
TLS, KW to Heugel, April 17, 1935
TLS, KW to Heugel, April 26, 1935
TLS, KW to Heugel, May 2, 1935
TLS, KW to Heugel, May 14, 1935
TLS, KW to Heugel, May 22, 1935
TLS, KW to Heugel, May 25, 1935
TLS, KW to Heugel, June 13, 1935
TLS, KW to Heugel, June 18, 1935
TLS, KW to Heugel, October 8, 1935
TLS, KW to Heugel, November 9, 1935
ALS, KW to Heugel, December 6[?], 1935
TLS, KW to Heugel, December 13, 1935
TLS, KW to Heugel, January 10, 1936
TLS, KW to Heugel, January 31, 1936
TLS, KW to Heugel, February 5, 1936
TLS, KW to Heugel, February 14, 1936
TLS, KW to Heugel, February 20, 1936
TLS, KW to Heugel, March 27, 1936
TLS, KW to Heugel, April 15, 1936
TLS, KW to Heugel, May 10, 1936
TLS, Heugel to KW, May 22, 1936
TLS, KW to Heugel, June 4, 1936
TLS, Heugel to KW, October 22, 1936 (includes 1933 contract between Heugel and Weill as enclosure)
   TLS, KW to Heugel, November 24, 1936
   TLS, Heugel, to KW, December 1, 1936
   TL, Heugel to KW, December 18, 1936 (includes copy of Heugel’s letter to Phillips and Nizer)
      TLS, KW to Heugel, May 4, 1937
      TLS, KW to Heugel, July 13, 1937

Hörth, Franz Ludwig (originals in WLRC; accession number 031222)
ALS, KW to FLH, December 22, 1926
ALS, KW to FLH, February 1, 1927
ALS, KW to FLH, April 6, 1927
ALS, KW to FLH, October 18, 1927
ALS, KW to FLH, n.d.

Hughes, Langston (originals in Beinecke Library, Yale University; WLRC accession number 030802)
TLS, KW to LH, January 22, 1946
TL, LH to KW, March 14, 1946
TLS, KW to LH, May 15, 1946
TLS, KW to LH, September 20, 1946
TL, LH to KW, April 17, 1947
TLS, KW to LH, April 19, 1947
TL, LH to KW, April 21, 1947
TL, Maxim Lieber (LH’s agent) to KW, April 22, 1947
TL, LH to KW, July 16, 1947
TLS, KW to LH, July 22, 1947
TL, LH to KW, September 12, 1947
TL, LH to Kenneth Spencer, September 12, 1947
TL, LH to KW and Elmer Rice, February 21, 1948
telegram, KW to LH, August 4, 1948(?)
ALS, LH to KW, October 7, 1948 (draft of telegram)
TL, LH to KW, May 6, 1949
TL, LH to KW, June 8, 1949
TLS, LH to KW, July 5, 1949
TL, Maxim Lieber to KW, August 25, 1949
TL, KW to Maxim Lieber, August 29, 1949
TL, Maxim Lieber to KW, September 1, 1949
TL, LH to Maxim Lieber, September 6, 1949
TL, LH to KW, November 6, 1949
TLS, KW to LH, January 23, 1950
ALS, KW to LH, n.d.

**Humperdinck, Engelbert** (original held in Stadt- und Universitätsbibliothek Frankfurt am Main; WLRC accession number 850927)
ALS, KW to EH, Lüdenscheid, March 16, 1920

**Huth, Arno** (original in Kurt Weill Zentrum, Dessau; WLRC accession number 050311)
ALS, KW to AH, December 21, 1933

**Iltz, Walter Bruno** (originals in private hands; WLRC accession number 110270)
TLS, KW to WBI, March 29, 1928[?]
TLS, KW to WBI, May 1, 1928
TLS, KW to WBI, April 14, 1932
TLS, KW to WBI, September 9, 1932

**James, Edward** (transcriptions only; originals in Edward James Foundation; WLRC accession number 050307)
ALS, contract between EJ and KW, April 4, 1933
ALS, KW to EJ, April 11, 1933
ALS, KW to EJ, May 17, 1934
ALS, KW to EJ, June 24, 1934
ALS, KW to EJ, July 19, 1934
TL, EJ to KW, January 9, 1935
TL, EJ to KW, November 5, 1936 (partial transcription only)
TL, EJ to KW, January 8, 1937
TL, EJ to KW, January 22, 1937
TL, EJ to KW, June 12, 1944

**Jelinek, H.J.** (original in WLRC)
TLS, HJJ to KW, March 5, 1948 (with contract dated 15 January 1948)

**Johnson, Senator [Edwin C.]** (original in WLRC)
telegram, J to KW, March 10, 1943

**Jolles, Heinz**
TLS, KW to HJ, December 10, 1929 (original in Kurt Weill Zentrum, Dessau)
ALS, KW to HJ, October 21, 1932 (original in the Akademie der Künste, Berlin; WLRC accession number 960709)
TLS, KW to HJ, May 27, 1949 (location of original unknown)

**Kaiser, Margarethe** (original in Akademie der Künste, Berlin; WLRC accession number 970609)
TLS, KW to MK, May 1, 1947

**Kaiser, Sibylle** (original in WLRC)
ALS, KW to SK, December 9, 1945 (incomplete)

Kastner, Rudolf (original in private hands; WLRC accession number 960722)
ALS, KW to RK, August 14, 1925

Kaufmann, [Arthur] (location of originals unknown)
TLS, KW to AK, November 14, 1938 (031013)
TLS, KW to AK, May 28, 1941 (010917)

Kochno, Boris (originals in WLRC)
TLS, KW to BK, April 5, 1933
ALS, KW to BK, June 20, 1933

Kohner, Paul (originals in Deutsche Stiftung Kinemathek; WLRC accession number 970603)
TL, PK to KW, September 21, 1942
TL, PK to Bost Records, December 10, 1943
TL, PK to KW, January 22, 1944
telegram, KW to PK, March 7, 1944
telegram, KW to PK, May 26, 1944
TL, PK to KW, May 29, 1944
TLS, KW to PK, June 9, 1944
TL, PK to KW, June 15, 1944

Koussevitzky, Serge (originals in Library of Congress; WLRC accession number 090113)
TLS, KW to SK, November 29, 1947
TL, SK to KW, December 1, 1947

Kuepper, Hannes (original in Deutsches Literaturarchiv, Marbach)
ALS, KW to HK, September 25, 1927[?]

Lawrence, Gertrude
TLS, KW to GL, 24 August 1940 (original in WLRC, 980522)
KW to GL, October 7, 1940 (location of original unknown; transcription only)

Ley-Piscator, Maria (original in Akademie der Künste, Berlin)
TLS, KW to MLP, December 3, 1949

Life Magazine (original in State Historical Society of Wisconsin; WLRC accession number 081109)
TL (corrected draft), KW to Life, February 21, 1947

Lind, Herr (original in Landesarchiv Berlin; WLRC accession number 850919)
TLS, KW to L, April 17, 1934

Littau, Joseph (location of original unknown; WLRC accession number 010917)
Logan, Joshua (transcriptions only; originals in Library of Congress; WLRC accession number 951027)
  ALS, KW to JL, October 21, 1940
  ALS, KW to JL, November 3, 1948

Losch, Tilly (original in University of Binghamton; WLRC accession number 010809)
  TLS, KW to TL, New York, April 14, 1936

Lyons, Leonard
  telegram, KW and LL to LL, May 14, 1940 (original in private hands; WLRC accession number 940314)
    TLS, KW to LL, April 5, 1941 (location of original unknown; WLRC accession number 050418)
    TLS, KW to LL, December 5, 1941 (location of original unknown; WLRC accession number 050418)
    ALS, KW to LL, March 26, 1942 (location of original unknown; WLRC accession number 050418)

Mailamm (original in Music Division, New York Public Library for the Performing Arts; WLRC accession number 950405)
  TLS, KW to M (Mrs. Natelson), November 28, 1938

Mamoulian, Rouben (original in State Historical Society of Wisconsin; WLRC accession number 081109)
  telegram, RM to KW and Elmer Rice, January 19, 1946

Marx, Julius (originals in Akademie der Künste, Berlin; WLRC accession number 970609)
  TL, JM to KW, January 11, 1946
  ALS, KW to JM, February 27, 1946
  TL, JM to KW, April 27, 1946
  TL, JM to KW, May 11, 1947

McCintic, Guthrie (original in Kurt Weill Zentrum Dessau; WLRC accession number 110305, transcription only)
  TLS[?], KW to GM, n.d. [Christmas 1938]

McGraw-Hill (original in WLRC)
  TLS, McGraw-Hill (Clinton Simpson) to KW, December 22, 1938

Meredith, Burgess (location of original unknown)
  TLS, KW to BM, June 11, 1945

Miller, Gilbert (location of original unknown)
TLS, KW to GM, March 26, 1936

Missner, Martin (original in WLRC, 851008)
  ALS, MM to KW, July 2, 1920

Morck, W.C. (original in WLRC)
  TLS, WCM to KW, July 3, 1944

Muni, Paul (original in Rare Book Division, New York Public Library; WLRC accession number 030819)
  TLS, KW to PM, July 17, 1941

Mutzenbecher, [Hans] (originals in the Bayerisches Staatsbibliothek; WLRC accession number 880808)
  TLS, KW to HM, April 30, 1928
  TLS, KW to HM, May 4, 1928

Nathan, Hans (except first item, originals held at the Library of Congress; WLRC accession number 090112)
  TLS, KW to HN[?], April 8, 1937 (addressee unknown, provisionally identified as Nathan) (original held in WLRC, 080102)
  TLS, KW to HN, August 17, 1937
  TLS, KW to HN, May 30, 1938
  TLS, KW To HN, May 12, 1939
  TLS, KW to HN, December 14, 1943

Neff, Beatrice (original in Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Columbia University; WLRC accession number 980326)
  TLS, KW to BN, May 18, 1939

Neher, Caspar
  APS, KW to CN, May 3, 1932 (original in WLRC, 880416)
  APS, KW to CN, August 18, 1935 (original held in WLRC, 880416)
  KW to CN, April 2, 1946 (original held by the Staats- und Stadtbibliothek Augsburg; WLRC accession number 970717, transcription only)
  ALS, KW to CN, July 2, 1946 (original held in WLRC, 931025)
  KW to CN, September 12, 1946 (transcription only; original held by Staats- und Stadtbibliothek Augsburg; WLRC accession number 970717)
  KW to CN, February 16, 1947 (transcription only; original held by Staats- und Stadtbibliothek Augsburg; WLRC accession number 970717)
  KW to CN, March 25, 1947 (transcription only; original in Staats- und Stadtbibliothek Augsburg; WLRC accession number 970717)
  ALS, KW to CN, October 19, 1947 (original in Österreichische Nationalbibliothek; WLRC accession number 880412)
  AL, CN to KW?, fragment, n.d. (original in Österreichische Nationalbibliothek;
Neher, Erika (880328)
ALS, KW to EN, 18 April 1933 (original in Österreichische Theatermuseum; WLRC accession number 930701)
ALS, KW to EN, February (?) 1934 (location of original unknown; WLRC accession number 981022)
ALS, KW to EN, [1935?] (Freitag) (location of original unknown; WLRC accession number 880416)
ALS, KW to EN, March 17, 1936 (location of original unknown)
ALS, KW to EN, May 2, 1936 (location of original unknown)
ALS, KW to EN, May 4, 1936 (original in WLRC, 880416)
ALS, KW to EN, May 26, 1936 (location of original unknown)
ALS, KW to EN, May 29, 1936 (location of original unknown)
ALS, KW to EN, July 28, 1936 (original in WLRC, 981022)
ALS, KW to EN, August 25, 1936 (original in WLRC, 880416)
ALS, KW to EN, February 26, 1937 (original in WLRC, 880416)
ALS, KW to EN, July 2, 1946 (location of original unknown; WLRC accession number 880416)
ALS, KW to EN, October 17, 1946 (location of original unknown)
ALS, KW to EN, March 25, 1947 (location of original unknown; WLRC accession number 941029)
ALS, KW to EN, January 2, 1949 (transcription only; original held by the Pierpont Morgan Library; WLRC accession number 960125)
ALS, KW to EN, n.d. [date cut off: “29.”; probably early 1933] (original in WLRC, 880416)
ALS, KW to EN, n.d. (“Sonnabend”) (original in WLRC, 880416)
ALS, KW to EN, n.d. (original in WLRC, 880416)

Nelson, Rudolf (original in Akademie der Künste, Berlin; WLRC accession number 010808)
TLS, KW to RN, October 5, 1934

Oberer, Walter (originals in WLRC)
TL, KW to WO, January 25, 1950
TL, KW to WO, February 15, 1950

Office of Facts and Figures (U.S. government) (originals in U.S. National Archives II; WLRC accession number 090268)
TL, William B. Lewis to KW, April 16, 1942
TLS, KW To WBL, April 20, 1942
TL, WBL to KW, April 24, 1942
TLS, KW to Archibald MacLeish, May 9, 1942
TL, Anthony Hyde to KW, May 14, 1942
telegram, KW to David Bernstein, May 22, 1942
TLS, KW to AH, May 26, 1942
telegram, DB to KW, May 28, 1942
TL, AH to KW, May 29, 1942
TL, DB to KW, June 3, 1942
TL, AM to KW, June 12, 1942

Page, Ruth (transcriptions only; originals held by Dance Division of the New York Public Library for the Performing Arts; WLRC accession number 980212)
   TLS, KW to RP, May 1, 1941
   TLS, KW to RP, May 12, 1941
   ALS, KW to RP, May 22, 1941
   TLS, KW to RP, June 28, 1941
   ALS, KW to RP, August 18, 1941
   ALS, KW to RP, September 9, 1941
   telegram, KW to RP, n.d. (late 1941)
   ALS, KW to RP, February 26, 1942
   ALS, KW to RP, March 9, 1942
   ALS, KW to RP, April 24, 1943
   ALS, KW to RP, June 6, 1943
   TLS, KW to RP, March 14, 1947

Paton, Alan (original in State Historical Society of Wisconsin; WLRC accession number 831100)
   telegram, KW and Maxwell Anderson to AP, March 17, 1949

Piscator, Erwin
   APS, KW to EP, July 26, 1939 (original in the Rare Book Division, New York Public Library; WLRC accession number 030819)
   TLS, KW to EP, November 2, 1944 (location of original unknown; WLRC accession number 010917)
   TL, Paul Ransom (for EP) to KW, January 10, 1950 (original in Rare Book Division, New York Public Library; WLRC accession number 030819)

Polignac, princesse de (Winnaretta Singer) (location of original unknown; WLRC accession number 920123c)
   ALS, KW to WP, December 15, 1933

Putterman, David (originals of first two items held by WLRC; originals of last two items in private hands; WLRC accession number 941030)
   TLS, DP to KW, February 24, 1947
   KW to DP, March 5, 1947 (draft)
   TLS, KW to DP, March 5, 1947
   TLS, KW to DP, January 24, 1948

Reinheimer, Howard (location of original unknown)
TL, HR to I. H. Prinzmetal (cc. KW), December 20, 1945

Reis, Claire (original in Music Division, New York Public Library for the Performing Arts; WLRC accession number 950405)
   TLS, KW to CR, December 4, 1942

Rice, Elmer
   telegram, KW to ER, February 4, 1947 (original held in the State Historical Society of Wisconsin; WLRC accession number 081109)
   ALS, KW to ER, November 15, 1948 (transcription only; original in Harry Ransom Humanities Research Center, University of Texas; WLRC accession number 950929)
   TLS, KW to ER, May 16, 1949 (transcription only; original in Harry Ransom Humanities Research Center, University of Texas; WLRC accession number 950929)

Rimbaud [or Richland], Maurice (location of original unknown)
   TLS, KW to MR, March 10, 1950, with cover letter: Lotte Lenya to MR, June 3, 1950

Rollitts, Sarah (original in Harry Ransom Humanities Research Center, University of Texas; WLRC accession number 020729)
   TLS, KW to SR, June 11, 1942

Rothe, Hans (location of original unknown)
   TLS, KW to HR, July 5, 1947

Salisbury, Leah (originals in Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Columbia University; WLRC accession number 980326)
   TL, LS to KW, February 8, 1943
   TL, LS to KW, February 16, 1943
   TL, LS to KW, March 2, 1943
   TL, LS to KW, March 15, 1943
   TL, LS to KW, May 6, 1943
   TL, LS to KW, September 3, 1943
   TL, LS to KW, September 30, 1943
   TL, LS to KW, October 29, 1943
   TL, LS to KW, November 4, 1943
   TL, LS to KW, November 4, 1943
   TLS, KW to LS, November 4, 1943
   TLS, KW to LS, November 8, 1943
   TL, LS to KW, November 10, 1943
   TL, LS to KW, November 12, 1943
   TLS, KW to LS, November 13, 1943
   telegram, KW to LS, November 15, 1943
   TL, LS to KW, November 17, 1943
   TLS, KW to LS, November 17, 1943
   TL, LS to KW, November 18, 1943
TL, LS to KW, November 18, 1943
TLS, LS to KW, November 19, 1943
TLS, KW to LS, November 27, 1943 (with copy of letter to Cheryl Crawford)
TLS, KW to LS, November 30, 1943
TL, LS to KW, December 2, 1943
TLS, KW to LS, December 6, 1943
TL, LS to KW, December 7, 1943
TL, LS to KW, December 13, 1943
TL, LS to KW, et al., December 14, 1943
TL, LS to KW, December 16, 1943 (2 copies)
TLS, KW to LS, December 18, 1943
TLS, KW to LS, December 19, 1943
telegram, LS to KW, December 20, 1943 (telegram)
TL, LS to KW, December 22, 1943
telegram, KW to LS, December 21, 1943 (telegram)
telegram, KW to LS, n.d. (telegram)
TL, LS to KW, December 28, 1943
telegram, KW to LS, December 29, 1943 (telegram)
telegram, LS to KW, n.d. (telegram)
TLS, KW to LS, January 1, 1944
TL, LS to KW, January 3, 1944
TL, LS to KW, January 4, 1944
TL, LS to KW, January 6, 1944
TL, LS to KW, January 12, 1944
TL, LS to KW, January 12, 1944
telegram, KW to LS, January 12, 1944 (telegram) (2 copies)
TL, LS to KW, January 13, 1944
TL, LS to KW, January 13, 1944
TL, LS to KW, January 14, 1944
telegram, LS to KW, January 14, 1944
TL, LS to KW, January 14, 1944 (fragment)
TL, LS to KW, January 15, 1944
telegram, KW to LS, January 15, 1944 (telegram)
TLS, KW to LS, January 24, 1944
TLS, KW to LS, January 24, 1944 (with TL from KW to Cheryl Crawford)
TL, LS to KW, January 25, 1944
TL, LS to KW, January 31, 1944
TL, LS to KW, February 1, 1944
telegram, KW to LS, February 3, 1944 (telegram)
telegram, KW to LS, February 4, 1944 (telegram)
TL, LS to KW, February 10, 1944
TLS, KW to LS, February 15, 1944
TL, LS to KW, February 28, 1944
TL, LS to KW, June 29, 1944
telegram, KW to LS, June 30, 1944 (telegram)
telegram, KW to LS, July 2, 1944 (telegram)
telegram, LS to KW, July 3, 1944
TL, LS to KW, July 7, 1944
TL, LS to KW, July 7, 1944
telegram, KW to LS, July 10, 1944
TL, LS to KW, July 14, 1944
TL, LS to KW, July 19, 1944
ALS, LS to KW, August 8, 1944 (with ALS reply from Weill)
TL, LS to KW, August 9, 1944
TLS, KW to LS, August 12, 1944
TL, LS to KW, et al., August 14, 1944
TL, LS to KW and S.J. Perelman, August 29, 1944
telegram, LS to KW, August 31, 1944
TL, LS to KW, et al., September 1, 1944
TLS, KW to LS, September 4, 1944
telegram, LS to KW, September 5, 1944
TL, LS to KW, September 6, 1944
TL, LS to KW, September 12, 1944
telegram, KW to LS, n.d.
telegram, LS to KW, September 20, 1944
telegram, KW to LS, September 22, 1944
telegram, LS to KW, September 23, 1944
telegram, KW to LS, September 24, 1944
ALS, KW to LS, n.d.
TL, LS to KW, October 6, 1944
telegram, LS to KW, October 7, 1944
TL, LS to KW, October 12, 1944
telegram, LS to KW, October 20, 1944
TLS, KW to LS, October 21, 1944
telegram, KW to LS, October 23, 1944
TL, LS to KW, et al., October 25, 1944
TL, LS to KW, November 16, 1944
TL, LS to KW, November 20, 1944
TL, LS to KW, November 20, 1944
TLS, KW to Pickford Productions, January 25, 1945
TL, LS to KW, February 13, 1945
telegram, LS to KW, February 23, 1945
TL, LS to KW, February 26, 1945
TL, LS to KW, March 2, 1945
TL, LS to KW, March 5, 1945
TL, LS to KW, March 10, 1945
telegram, LS to KW, March 13, 1945
TL, LS to KW, April 12, 1945
TLS, KW to LS, April 19, 1945
TL, LS to KW, April 27, 1945
TLS, KW to LS, May 12, 1945
TL, LS to KW, May 18, 1945
TL, LS to KW, June 1, 1945
TLS, LS to KW, et al., June 19, 1945
TL, LS to KW, October 23, 1945
TL, LS to KW, November 13, 1945
TL, LS to KW, November 16, 1945
TL, LS to KW, February 2, 1946
TL, LS to KW, March 7, 1946
TL, LS to KW, April 18, 1946
ALS, KW to LS, April 20, 1946
telegram, KW to LS, August 29, 1946
TL, LS to KW, September 10, 1946
TL, LS to KW, December 9, 1946
TL, LS to KW, February 27, 1947
TL, LS to KW, August 4, 1947
TL, LS to KW, October 27, 1947
TL, LS to KW, et al., December 9, 1947
TL, LS to KW, April 16, 1948
TL, LS to KW, November 19, 1948
TL, LS to KW, December 17, 1948
TL, LS to KW, February 4, 1949
TL, LS to KW, March 29, 1949
TLS, KW to LS, May 16, 1949
TLS, LS to KW, et al., November 7, 1949
TLS, KW to LS, November 12, 1949
TL, LS to KW, November 21, 1949
TL, LS to KW, January 4, 1950
TLS, KW to LS, January 7, 1950

Samrock, Victor
APS, KW to VS, July 26, 1939 (location of original unknown)
TLS, KW to VS, October 2, 1939 (original in State Historical Society of Wisconsin;
WLRC accession number 831100)
TLS, KW to VS, October 28, 1939 (original in State Historical Society of Wisconsin;
WLRC accession number 831100)
TLS, KW to VS, May 15, 1942 (original in State Historical Society of Wisconsin;
WLRC accession number 081109)
telegram, VS to KW, May 19, 1942 (original held in State Historical Society of
Wisconsin; WLRC accession number 081109)
TL, VS to KW, June 2, 1942 (original in State Historical Society of Wisconsin; WLRC
accession number 081109)
TL, VS to KW, June 5, 1942 (original in State Historical Society of Wisconsin; WLRC
accession number 081109)
VS to whom it may concern, on behalf of KW, April 9, 1943 (original in Wisconsin
State Historical Society; WLRC accession number 831100)

TL, VS To KW, September 4, 1945 (original in State Historical Society of Wisconsin; WLRC accession number 081109)

TL, VS to KW, November 14, 1946 (original in State Historical Society of Wisconsin; WLRC accession number 081109)

telegram, VS to KW, December 24, 1946 (original in State Historical Society of Wisconsin; WLRC accession number 081109)

telegram, KW to VS, April 22, 1947 (original in State Historical Society of Wisconsin; WLRC accession number 081109)

telegram, VS to KW, April 22, 1947 (original in State Historical Society of Wisconsin; WLRC accession number 081109)

TL, VS to KW, May 13, 1947 (original in State Historical Society of Wisconsin; WLRC accession number 081109)

TLS, VS To KW, January 20, 1948 (with reply from KW) (original in State Historical Society of Wisconsin; WLRC accession number 081109)

TL, VS to KW, January 12, 1949 (original in State Historical Society of Wisconsin; WLRC accession number 081109)

TL, KW to VS, March 10, 1950 (original in Harry Ransom Humanities Research Center, University of Texas; WLRC accession number 941108)

TL, VS to KW, March 27, 1950 (original in State Historical Society of Wisconsin, WLRC accession number 831100)

Schott (originals in private hands; WLRC accession number 851025)

TL, Schott (Ludwig Strecker), March 8, 1928 (incomplete)

TLS, KW to Schott (Ludwig Strecker), March 14, 1928

TL, Schott (Wilhelm Strecker) to KW, March 20, 1928

TL, Schott (Ludwig Strecker) to KW, March 21, 1928

Sheil, Frank (of Samuel French) (original in WLRC, 980821)

TLS, KW to FS, May 22, 1941

Simon, E.L. (originals in State Historical Society of Wisconsin, WLRC accession number 831100)

telegram, ELS to KW, October 8, 1947

telegram, KW to ELS, October 9, 1947

Simon, Louis M.

ALS, KW to LS, July 26, 1939 (original in Allison-Shelley manuscript collection, Penn State University; WLRC accession number 050409)

TLS, LS to KW, October 9, 1946 (original in State Historical Society of Wisconsin, WLRC accession number 831100)

TL, KW to LS, October 11, 1946 (original in State Historical Society of Wisconsin, WLRC accession number 831100)

Skandinavisk Teaterforlag (transcription only; original in Edward James Foundation; WLRC
Società Italiana degli Autori ed Editori (originals in WLRC)
   TLS, SIAE to KW, March 15, 1939
   TLS, SIAE to KW, March 24, 1939

Spanish Refugee Musicians' Committee (original in Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Columbia University; WLRC accession number 980326)
   TLS, KW to SRMC, January 26, 1939

Spewack, Sam and Bella (originals in Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Columbia University; WLRC accession number 980326)
   TLS, KW to SS and BS, April 30, 1937
   TLS, KW to BS and SS, June 17, 1937
   TLS, KW to BS and SS, February 24, 1938
   TLS, KW to BS and SS, March 3, 1938

Stoska, Polyna (originals held by Jerusalem Ruben Academy of Music and Dance; WLRC accession number 940131)
   telegram, KW to PS, November 7, 1947
   ALS, KW to PS, n.d.

Strickland, Paul (location of original unknown; WLRC accession number 010917)
   TLS, KW to PS, April 3, 1947

Sundgaard, Arnold (original in WLRC)
   TLS, KW to AS, November 20, 1949

Täubler, Eugen (location of original unknown; WLRC accession number 870317)
   ALS, KW to ET, July 22, 1943

Tessmer, Hans (location of original unknown)
   TLS, HT to KW, June 12, 1925

Thalheimer, Else (original in Bibliothek der Stadt Dortmund; WLRC accession number 950224)
   ALS, KW to ET, October 27, 1926

Theatre Guild (originals in Beinecke Library, Yale University; WLRC accession number 030802)
   (TH=Theresa (“Terry”) Helburn)
   (LL=Lawrence Langner)
   TLS, KW to TH, February 15, 1937
   TL, TH to KW, February 19, 1937
TL, TH to Mr. Munsell, February 19, 1937
TL, TH to KW, February 26, 1937
TLS, KW to TH, March 15, 1937
TL, TH to KW, March 17, 1937
TLS, KW to TH, March 20, 1937
TLS, KW to TH, March 26, 1937
TLS, Edmond Pauker to TH, April 2, 1937
TL, TH to KW, April 6, 1937
TLS, KW to TH, April 8, 1937
TLS, KW to TH, April 12, 1937
TL, TH to KW, April 15, 1937
telegram, TH to KW, April 16, 1937
telegram, KW to TH, April 17, 1937
telegram, KW to TH, April 23, 1937
TL, TH to Erik Charell, April 27, 1937
telegram, TH to KW, April 28, 1937
telegram, KW to TH, April 30, 1937
TLS, KW to TH, May 5, 1937
TL, TH to KW, May 8, 1937
TL, TH to KW, March 26, 1939
TLS, KW to TH, April 15, 1939
TL, TH to KW, April 19, 1939
TLS, KW to TH, May 18, 1939
TL, TH to KW, May 19, 1939
TLS, KW to TH, May 22, 1939
TL, TH to KW, May 26, 1939
TLS, KW to TH, June 10, 1939
TLS, KW To TH, July 10, 1939
TL, TH to KW, August 15, 1939
TLS, KW to TH, December 15, 1939
TL, TH to KW, December 19, 1939
TL, LL to KW, September 11, 1943
TLS, KW to LL, November 12, 1943
TL, LL to KW, November 19, 1943
press release[?] on occasion of Weill's death, April 4, 1950

Toch, Ernst (originals in Rare Book Division, New York Public Library; WLRC accession number 030819)
ALS, KW to ET, January 27, 1927
telegram, KW to ET, n.d. (1930?)

Urban, Erich(?) (original in Yale University Music Library; WLRC accession number 080324)
TLS, KW to EU?, February 21, 1929
Voigt, Ernest (original held in Music Division, New York Public Library for the Performing Arts; WLRC accession number 950405)
   TLS, KW to EV, January 7, 1936

Weissleder, Paul (of Schirmer) (originals in WLRC, Ser.42)
   TLS, PW to KW, April 5, 1948
   TLS, PW to KW, April 30, 1948
   TLS, PW to KW, May 17, 1948
   TL, Schirmer (for PW) to KW, May 25, 1948

Werfel, Alma Maria Mahler (original in the Van Pelt Library, University of Pennsylvania)
   ALS, KW to AMW, December 11, 1944

Wharton, John F.
   TL, JW to KW, August 23, 1946 (original in Billy Rose Theatre Collection, New York Public Library of the Performing Arts; WLRC accession number 950805)
   ALS, KW to JW, August 25, 1946 (original in Billy Rose Theatre Collection, New York Public Library of the Performing Arts; WLRC accession number 950805)
   TL, KW to JW, September 20, 1946 (original in State Historical Society of Wisconsin; WLRC accession number 081109)

Wiman, Dwight Deere (original in State Historical Society of Wisconsin; WLRC accession number 081109)
   TL, KW to DDW, August 11, 1947

Wise, Ronald (original in WLRC)
   TLS, RW to KW, March 20, 1942

Witt, Traute von (original in Sibley Music Library, Eastman School of Music)
   TLS, TW to KW, July 5, 1948